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America counter strirk Peta chicken #1 rogueplayer GTR literally Sweden's answer to Happy ... baiting erryday 2018-07-21 01:34 #3 autist @_xX_po0p_master_520_Xx No. 1 that classic 2018-07-21 01:36 #4 MIBR_IS_OVERRATED3 anyone has any idea of how to rock practice. I'm familiar with his style (headshots and such) and I want to improve it. If anyone knows how he
does it on what gamemodes, cards, etc. it would be appreciated 2018-07-21 01:38 #6 VladimirLucas Anyone who uses low sens does not have the agility to properly play FPS games on PC. That's actually true, Counter Strike is the only FPS game that needs ultra low sens for several reasons, if you want to know the answer 2018-07-21 01:47 #9 ac1d_ hit me with that shit 2018-
07-21 02:16 #10 VladimirLucas - the faster your character moves, the more shit you need. In a counter kick you aim a lot while walking, which is very slow, it makes it suitable for a very low sens-no goal down the sights in the fight against the strike. when you aim down the sights your field of view becomes smaller, making your sens automatically feel Slower in the fight kick you
aim with the same sense you move in 2018-07-21 02:21 #7 Chulun Uff. You almost give me a ground attack, I think fox vac. 2018-07-21 01:52 #12 kick_alex_ffs strike 2019-02-10 00:15 #13 connector_is_short had tinder tinder Yesterday was the third time with the same girl. Decided that 3 dates is enough to fuck so I decided to go to the bar with her and make her drunk. So we
had a really good night taking shitloads of shots and other alcoholic drinks and I was walking it home afterwards. She invited me inside, and it was the way I planned. Inside we kissed and alcohol made her, so we went upstairs and had sex. That's where I screwed up big. Took it from behind and I felt like I was going to cum so I pulled out my dick and wanted to cum on her ass,
but she was screaming to pull it back in so I did it but had the wrong hole?! Sorry to have her screaming and turning around, and at that point I came giving her face. She was very crazy and kicked me out of the house. 2019-02-10 00:16 15:30Rest 3 Wings 1.58 Lynn Vision 2.28 13:00Best of 1 3 Vitality 1.02 NiP 13.50 17:30Best 3 Spirit 1.30 Winstrike 3.40 Log in or register to add
your comment to the discussion. must be something like 5 million, ywOO is an experienced player, but it's usually not, It's very, very insane. ... GOAT s2mple fans are not allowed to comment under this post or gay As the title says that copypasta gives you a good time while watching this sub? Page 2Posted 2 years ago 313 comments twitchquotes: This insert team CSGO or
player here is fantastic. Just need to work on communication, goal, map awareness, crosshairs, economics management, gun target, awp movie, grenade spots, smoke spots, pop flashes, positioning, bomb factory positions, retake ability, rabbit jumps, spray control and get killed. Kill. csgo chat copypasta. csgo arabic copypasta. csgo russian copypasta. csgo cheat copypasta.
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